Installation Profile

Saskatchewan P3 Schools, SK
The Government of Saskatchewan has built 18 elementary schools
on nine joint-use sites in the communities. The new schools have
been built using a public-private partnership (P3) model to maximize
savings and deliver the schools on-time and on-budget.

Products Used
DA-500F-HL Multichannel Power Amplifier
A-9060SM2 Amplifier
HX-7B Compact Line Array Speaker System
PC-580S Series Square Ceiling Speaker

Purpose
Being a new school development, each school needed a general paging system and a gym sound system. The goal
was to create systems exactly the same throughout the 18 schools or at least very similar.

Challenge
With every school the design of each one would be somewhat different and the gymnasium would also have
differences in size and height. The challenge was to scrutinize each school and have our tech team design a
system that used the same products, but worked appropriately within each school.

Solution
The install team in conjunction with our tech team provide the Saskatchewan government a solution explicit for
each school while still utilizing the same product package for consistency. The HX-7 line array speakers work
superbly in the gym because their array design pumped sound to all areas and heights in the gymnasium.
Combining our PC-580S Square Ceiling Speakers controlled by our A-9060SM2 mixer amplifier and power by our
incredible DA500F-HL Multichannel Amplifier created and effective and easy to use paging system throughout
the entire school.

Feedback
The schoolboard was very happy with the installed equipment and really appreciated the simplicity of the sound
and paging system which made it very accessible and easy to use. "Great job TOA!".

About TOA Canada Corporation
TOA Corporation was founded in Kobe, Japan over 80 years ago. TOA operates in over 100 countries worldwide, with manufacturing
facilities found in nearly every major market area. These facilities have a reputation for precision design and fabrication, resulting in a
proven track record of TOA product reliability.
TOA Canada Corporation was formed in 1990 as a complete sound solutions provider, specializing in commercial audio, including,
public address, voice communications, voice evacuation and emergency paging requirements. TOA Canada offers complete solutions
for all corporate and commercial audio communications and intercom security requirements.
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